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Asia rising 

In his influential book, "The New Asian Hemisphere," 
Kishore Mahbubani makes only passing mention of the CR 
in reference to missile defense in Central Europe, but he in-

cludes the Czechs when he says the West has failed to see that 
the world has entered a new era. The Asian century has come, 

says Mahbubani (a Singaporean professor of public policy), 
and he adds that Western leaders are incapable of conceding 
that the West itself could be the fundamental source of the 

new dangers in the 21st century. He blames the nuclear states 
- esp. the U.S. - for bringing about increased nuclear prolifera-
tion, for example. He makes no specific proclamation on mis-
sile defense, but his message seems clear: If it leads to another 
arms race with Russia and/or China, it will contribute to the 
world's problems - instead of solving them - at a time when 

there's a power gap: The West is losing its grip, and Asia isn't 
yet ready to step in and assume the world's leadership role.
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Glossary
book - the full title is "The New Asian Hemisphere: The Irresistible Shift of Global Power to the East," published Jan. 2008; passing - carried out quickly and lightly; to concede - to admit that something is true or valid after first denying or resisting it; nuclear proliferation - the spread of nuclear-weapons technology to non-nuclear states; he also speaks of "vertical proliferation," an increase in the nuclear arsenals of the existing nuclear states; power gap - an interval between one reign of power and another; to lose one's grip - to become unable to understand or control one's situation.


